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Permanent Questions Unit 8 
1. What are the dates for this unit? 

• 509 BC Rome is founded 

• 260 BC Rome controls all of  Italy 

• 146 BC Carthage is destroyed 

2. Why was geography important to ancient Rome? 

Geography had a major impact on Roman history because it had the fertile plains of  Po and Latium, mountains that didn’t 

divide the peninsula, ready access to the sea, yet the capital was far enough inland to provide protection.  

3. What is the Aeneid? 
The Aeneid is a epic written by Virgil in honor to Emperor Augustus in the style of  Homer for the sake of  giving Rome a 

patriotic and mythical origin.  

4. What are the major themes of  the Aeneid? 

The major themes of  the Aeneid is that Aeneid is the ideal Roman, duty and piety are central virtues, and that Rome is the 
eternal city that will rule the world.      

5. Who were the Etuscans and why are they significant? 

The Etruscans were one of  the first dominant powers in Italy and communicated many of  their traditions to the native Romans, 

but after the rape of  Lucretia, a Roman noblewoman, the nobles ran the king and his family out and established the Republic.  

6. What was the Roman Republic? 

The Roman Republic was a product of  practical political wisdom that separated the power into three branches: consul, senate, 

and tribunes/assembly. It centered around the concept of  imperium, which meant the “right to command” and civic virtue.  

7. What is civic virtue? 

Civic virtue was the bedrock of  early Roman values. They were piety, duty, honesty, frugality, and courage. 

8. What was the role of  the family in Roman culture? 

Family was considered a state within a state, therefore it was the responsibility of  the paterfamilias (father of  the family) to 
ensure religious obligations were met. 
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9. What was the religion of  the Romans? 

Rome was polytheistic, syncretistic, and emphasized accurate ritual. From the early founding Rome was largely shaped by Greek 

religion and later by Stoic philosophy. 

10. What were the Punic Wars? 

The three Punic Wars were fought between Phoenicians (Carthage) and the Romans over the primacy of  the Mediterranean Sea. 

These wars brought unity (fight as one), identity (thirst for expansion), and prosperity (spoils of  war and control of  

Mediterranean) to Rome. 

11. What factors led to Rome’s rise to dominance? 

Roman dominance was due to its geography, practical political wisdom, drive for expansion, consistent policies, and their network 

of  roads.  

12. Who was Hannibal? 
Hannibal was a Carthaginian prince who led the 2nd Punic War. Driven by hatred and humiliation, he set out on an audacious 

military campaign that swept through Spain, France, and all of  Italy. He nearly conquered Rome.  

13. What led to the decline of  the republic? 

The decline of  the republic was said to be due to the creation of  the empire, lack of  another strong enemy, affluence, or the 
influence of  Greek ideas and practices that diluted the Roman values. 


